Welcome to the world of Zedism
James Yuransky’s abstract artwork is done in a style called Zedism. The root word Zed is simply another way of pronouncing the letter Z. In basic geometry, the letter Z is used to represent the third dimension (Z-axis) in the Cartesian coordinate system. The style of
Zedism is therefore distinguished by the use of a Z-axis projecting from the canvas plane and the incorporation of imagery within that
projection.
The artist typically uses multi-sided geometric objects such as pyramids, tetrahedrons, and other complex crystalline facets to give
the illusion of a three-dimensional surface structure (called a morphology) being sculpted onto the picture plane. This “virtual” threedimensional geometry creates the illusion of a multi-facted surface structure resting upon the picture plane that is also manipulated to
construct imagery chosen by the artist. Crystalline forms and tessellations (complex ordered patterns) are abundant in nature—Zedism
employs these geometric connections to create an aesthetic balance playing into our innate ability to perceive nature’s intricate hidden
language and cosmic patterns such that we may evolve the human condition. A key stylistic ingredient to a successful Zedist piece is
the presentation of competition and/or synergy between the central imagery and underlying geometry for the forefront of the viewer’s
perception.
The twenty-eight prints in this portfolio represent a collection of work painted during the past two decades from 1995 through 2015.
Enjoy, expand, and celebrate your innate material and energetic connection to the cosmos with some new Zedist artwork for your home!

“The language of nature on a cosmic level.” - Yuransky

Cartesian coordinate system.

A typical Zedist morphology.

Naturally occuring crystalline structures

Diamond
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Artist Bio

James Yuran (Yuransky) was gifted in drawing from an early age and decided (unbeknownst to
those around him) to pursue art as the main focus of his life’s work at the age of five. Born in Detroit, Michigan on January 24, 1966 to working class parents, James was always sketching the world
around him. In 1974 the family relocated to Sarasota, Florida, a place that was not only an idyllic
beach community for a young child to enjoy, but also home to the Ringling Brother’s and Barnum &
Baily Circus. The Ringlings were the prominent American family in creating the circus and grand patrons of the arts in general. The atmosphere in Sarasota was saturated with artistic temperaments,
characters, and aesthetics. In 1990, James moved to California, eventually settling in La Jolla in 1993.
In 1995 he galvanized a timely new aesthetic balance between the material, technological, and virtual worlds that co-existed in America’s advancing digital information age…thus Zedism was born!
To gain some perspective, the emerging artist first pursued studies in science and engineering from
1984 to 1989. Equipped with a degree in Material Science that focused heavily on ceramics, he developed computer chips for
the technology giant Kyocera from 1990 to 1999. In 2000 he founded Ego id, Inc. , a promotional products manufacturer that
later became Ego id Media, a creative marketing, graphic design and printing company. Yuransky opened Zedism Gallery
in 2006 to display his growing collection of unique works and founded the School of Zedism shortly thereafter to teach his
style to anyone interested. In 2011 he opened ArtLab Studios, a creative performance space and art gallery that showcased
up and coming San Diego talent and became an “Artrepreneurial” greenhouse for networking among like-minded creative
professionals.
Beginning in 2016, the artist will focus
exclusively on painting and marketing
his work to bring Zedism to the forefront of the public’s eye and imagination. Yuransky’s Zedism is a glimpse
into the world of molecular aesthetics,
nature’s hidden order, technology systems, digital “virtual” worlds, and human/cosmos integration. It is hoped
that the new language of Zedism will
help to develop and support a more
robust and rational human nervous
system in tune with nature’s language
to meet the coming millennium’s new
challenges.
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The artist at work during a live painting performance

Birthplace of Zedism.
La Jolla, CA. Marine Street home and studio. 1995

ELEPHANT

“This was the first true Zedist piece I created and deserves special mention. I got the idea of combining textured surfaces with
other realistic images by looking at a dry lake bed in the Southern California desert. All of the mud was curling up and separated into organized shapes and patterns,
giving the surface a broken, three-dimensional texture. I made a series of paintings using pieces of cut
up sheet metal (shown here) that were bent into curled chips, like sun baked mud or dried flower petals.
These pieces were arranged on top of a similar parent image below and worked nicely to provide more
surface area for the eye to explore upon the sculpted form on top of the canvas plane.
The concept of combining two separate forms into one synergistic image was first impressed upon
me by the photographic darkroom work of photomontage artist Jerry Uelsmann at the University of
Florida. Around the same time, I also became aware of and seduced by the paranoiac critical method
of one thing transmuting into another that was utilized by Salvador Dali to create his surreal masterpieces. As I explored the relationship between the picture plane and the sculptured z-axis provided by
the curled up metal pieces, I was struck by how the eye could travel up and down the curves created by
these facets from the canvas plane to the tips of the curves. I began to explore other types of patterned
surfaces that would lend themselves to building a surface morphology upon the picture plane.

Triptych of metal on canvas developing a 3-dimensional relief

With my studies in Materials Science providing a keen insight into crystallography, tessellations, surface morphology, and
molecular structure, it was a natural progression to satisfy my artistic curiosity by making these complex forms protrude from
the canvas plane. I built a 24” x 36” paper model composed of randomly chosen crystalline shapes of differing angles, sizes, and
numbers of facets. This 3D morphology completely covered the flat 24”x36” picture plane. My original intention was to paint on
the surfaces of the 3D model to create the vision I had in mind, however this proved problematic due to the type of materials I
had used in its construction. Instead I used the paper model as a reference point to map its crystalline forms onto another canvas
by sketching out its multi-sided geometric facets using lines and shading alone. This provided me with an acceptable solution
for combining the crystalline texture with an image, albeit now in a purely “virtual” context. Next, I began searching for an image
that would lend itself to being mapped on top of my new “virtual” surface and came upon a rather spirited elephant with ears
fanned out and its trunk erect. I thought the ears would fit nicely on top of the facets because of all the contours already present
in their organic state. I sketched a large pencil drawing of the elephant that I could use for additional reference (shown here).
This was the original creative moment and scene in my La Jolla studio: I set up my working canvas on my easel, directly to its left
I hung the elephant sketch and directly to the right I hung the paper 3D model. Top-lighting the model clearly brought out its
facets with the light and dark shading dependant upon the angle that the light was striking them. Having these props in place, I
began to combine the two different objects into one image and thus Zedism was born. However, it would be another three years
before the word Zedism was coined to describe what I was doing.
As time passed and my technique developed, I stopped using the paper 3D model and began creating 3D surface morphologies
on the fly. I began experimenting with how these type of surfaces take form in the natural world while also tailoring them to my
aesthetic tastes in order to work with my chosen imagery or subject matter. “

Painted in La Jolla, CA. Marine Street Studio in 1995
46” x 37.5” oil on canvas

Original pencil drawing study for “Elephant”
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BUTTERFLY
“We all start out as caterpillars in the womb and hope
to become butterflies one day. These delicate little creatures,
along with the bees and frogs, seem to be the harbingers of our
planets fragile ecosystem.”

Painted in Normal Heights in 2015
27” x 21.5” acrylic on canvas
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MEMORY OF PERSISTENCE
“A thank you to Salvador Dali and a constant reminder to just keep on working, and working, and working until it slowly turns into play. It is from there
that the mind can explore its potential upon the fields of the imagination and unknown. Breathing life into its surrounding, one little exhale at a time.
The subject of this painting is just an old tube of cadmium red oil paint being squeezed. Its provides a clue that something is happening. That paint must
have gone somewhere, didn’t it? Maybe is was redistributed in some unexpected way, providing proof of one’s output. The creative process takes work
and a dedication to the craft.”

Joy Argento - “Old Tube of Paint” 2008
Salvidore Dali’s - “Persistance of Memory” 1931

Painted in Normal Heights in 2012
28” x 22” oil on canvas
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TREES
“Joshua trees, to be more exact. With the setting sun off in the distance. One of my favorite pieces because it was a collaboration with my three year old son,
Julian. Also, it was the first time I had used a diminishing perspective spiraling into the distance. Although I had never taken any psychedelic drugs, many advocates of them were telling me that this piece, and my style in general were very much like the visuals one experiences during a psychedelic journey”

La Jolla, CA. Birdrock Studio

Painted in La Jolla, Birdrock 1999
24” x 18” acrylic on canvas
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STILL LIFE
“With this piece I continued to explore how Zedism was becoming a visual language that could be applied to almost any other style or subject matter of
painting. This piece broke through with overlapping geometries; one mapped onto the picture plane and another mapped onto the green avocado or pearlike fruit. Further exploration of the interplay between morphology and pictorial contents can be seen directly with the tip of the yellow banana to the right.”

Painted in La Jolla, Birdrock 1999
39” x 30” oil on canvas
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MONTANA
“My first piece ever painted plein air style out on my friend’s ranch in Meyer’s Creek, Montana. That is the Absaroka range of the Rocky Mountains off in the
distance. I love how the purple sun rays appear as traversing across the sky and onto the land. I used an old scrap board I found in the barn and the paints were
picked up at a local discount market on the way out to the ranch.”

Montana Plein Air Studio

Painted in Meyer’s Creek, Montana in 2015
31” x 24” acrylic on wood panel
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SKY
“Another study for a vortex in the tessellation of the night sky. I kept the lighting flat in an attempt to draw in the eye in with proportional shapes alone. This
piece was published in a high school math textbook in Australia as an example of a tessellation. I felt pretty honored that they understood it.”

Painted in Kensington in 2005
18” x 12” oil on canvas
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FLAG
“Old Glory getting a makeover. Can you count the stars? This was a tribute to Jasper Johns and another application of putting the new language of Zedism into
practice on common iconography. I also hope it is an improved description what the United States represents, namely, an integrated society and inclusive approach
to living among our fellow man. I think the piece elegantly illustrates how we are all part of the same ecosystem, connected to each other, and to the matrix that
sustains us. The lines that separate us are starting to coalesce with our differences becoming more normalized, more homogeneous, more settled. Tensions and
anxieties being crystallized out of our collective consciousness into a clarity of reason and deeper appreciation for the complex diversity of life...an entropic settling
and diffusion of cultures into a cohesive working system. The interconnecting tetrahedron are reminders that we all have similar neighbors with whom we must
share the boundaries of differening race, creed, idea, and desire.”

Jasper John’s “Flag” 1955

Painted in La Jolla, Birdrock in 1998
40” x 30” acrylic on canvas

Old Glory
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PRIDE FLAG
“The rainbow flag! This represents hippies and gays -- the two friendliest groups on the planet, in my humble opinion. Both persecuted for being outside of the
status quo. I’ve always felt a little outside of the standard specifications when it comes to gender roles and philosophy. My mind is capable of enjoying so many
things on this Earth regardless of anyone’s expectations or rules. This was painted over the Fourth of July weekend with a large group in Mexico right after the US
Supreme Court had just ruled in favor of gay marriage. “

Rainbows and unicorn’s forever!

Painted in Agua Caliente, Baja Mexico in 2015
48” x 36” acrylic on wood panel
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OSSUARY
“Where monks go to place the bones of their dead. Human bones have always fascinated me. Not only because of their shape, but also their materials. They are
our direct link back into the stones of the Earth, from which they came and to which they will return. They are a living organic structures distilled from the blood
and nutrients of the human host. Pulled from the earth atom by atom, to carry our ethereal consciousness. Our skulls are the egg shells that hold and protect the
most delicate fleshy fruit.”
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Painted in Kensington in 2005
36” x 24” acrylic on canvas
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BEE
“The plight of the bumble bee. I kept reading about how
honey bees were in trouble and dying by the millions all
over the U.S. Scientists were saying they were losing their
way home to the hive. Getting kind of dizzy and disoriented and facing the possibility of extinction. I’ve placed
him within the crosshairs of a delicate balance in his own
ecosystem. He keeps buzzing around with a target on his
back while navigating the distortions in his cosmic wave.
“Who will make the honey when I’m gone?”“

Original acrylic sketch of “Bee”

Painted in Normal Heights in 2015
30” x 20” acrylic on canvas
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PUERTECITOS - SUNRISE
“Puertecitos is a small town in Baja, Mexico on the Sea of Cortez known for its thermal hot springs. I loved the sharply contrasting colors from the land to the sea. Rusty reds turning into
shimmering turquoise set on fire from the relentless sun. The sun’s powers are so enormous and its pull so great that it is drawing the seas into its midst. Both gravity and evaporation feeling the effects of our own mighty star. What would we possibly be without its warmth and stability? It is brightly illuminating the center panel of the 24-foot wide triptych shown below.”

Original concept sketch for Puertecitos

Puertecitos in progess after Desert Hearts Spring Festival. 24ft x 4 ft

Painted at the Los Coyotes Indian Reservation and Normal Heights in 2015
96” x 48” latex on wood panel
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MULTIFACETED HEART OPENER
“The center of love and compassion. The pump that fuels our cells and organs. I wanted to see and feel it pulsing. Sending out vibrations, ripples and shock waves into its surroundings.
Spreading the metaphors it represents. I borrowed the heart image from one of my favorite San Diego artists. This was the first piece in a series that was created around the important human energetic vesicles; the heart, the brain, and the ovum. This piece was my first public collaboration. I painted it on New Year’s Eve in downtown San Diego during a warehouse party.”

Scott Saw - “Love Birds” 2008

Desert Hearts Festival

Painted in Downtown San Diego in 2013
96” x 48” latex on wood panel

Photo by Soodyod Photo
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MOON REFLECTING SUN OVER WATER
“Here I am getting back to the diminishing perspectives that I started in “Trees” and “Sky.” Breaking the horizon line to show diffusion between different states of matter. Evaporation and
condensation between water and air become blurred at the center point on the horizon. Again I am trying to illustrate the interconnectedness of everything along with the ability to shapshift.
Different centers of gravity, pulling molecules to and fro, creating turbulance. Sunlight bouncing off the moon and reflecting onto the sky and water. This was another collaborative piece
started in Normal Heights and finished in Guadeloupe Canyon Oasis, Baja, Mexico during the Electric Poncho Music Festival.”

Vincent Van Gogh - “Starry Night” 1889

Moonrise

Painted in Normal Heights, Weldon, and Guadeloupe Canyon, Baja Mexico in 2015
60” x 36” latex and acrylic on wood panel
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PUNTA CABRAS
“This is a landscape taken from a sketch I did out on the Punta Cabras
peninsula looking eastward over the two bays, dunes, and mountains.
This is a very unique spot on the Pacific side of the baja peninsula several hours south of Ensenada. A very thin isthmus separates two coves.
The one to the south is well protected and acts as a mooring station for
local fisherman in their pongas. Fresh catch and seabirds abound and
salt fills the air. Rich iron ore, reds and browns, contrast with the shimmering blues of the water, green coastal scrub and choya cactus. There
is a rawness to the place, but also a sweetness.”

Photo of Punta Cabras during Genius Loci Festival

Original sketch of Punta Cabras landscape

Painted in Punta Cabras, Baja, Mexico and Normal Heights in 2015
60” x 36” latex on wood panel
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JOY TO OVUM - EGG
“This piece is a play on Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy”. It is a celebration on the fertility and expanding consciousness of the human race. The three pursuing male figures on the left shown in
blues are cool, calm, stoic, and emerging from the depths of purple interstellar space. They are collectively protecting and delivering forth a shared strand of DNA shown in oranges and
earthtones that span their chests into the center of the piece containing the ovum. The three attractive female figures shown in reds and magentas on the right are warm, nubile, and expressive. They are grounded in Earth’s bounty and are surrounded with the greens of the planet’s primary life-support system, chlorophyll, representing the sun’s stored plant energy. The central
imagery is composed of the ovum in various states of life’s creative process. From the first penetration of the male sperm through the ovum’s cell wall, to the unraveling of the winning sperm
into DNA, to the explosion of life via genetic replication of atoms, molecules, cells, and the resulting waves of energy that are rippled out into the cosmos during the creation of a human soul
or consciousness. It is a diffusion between the animal and spiritual worlds, from the wriggling worm-like sperms desperately racing to spark the creation of a life and the complexity of that
monumental achievement, to the resulting shock wave thereafter into the deeper mystery of a microcosmic universe created when life begins. Joy to Ovum is an acknowledgement to the
powerful instincts of male/female attraction. It captures the dances and postures we assume in the hopes of attracting a compatible mate to engage in a joyful sowing of our genetic seeds
and the cosmic dance at the moment of conception when stellar dust becomes aware of itself. This panel is the centerpiece of a 24-foot triptych celebrating the ultimate creative act of life
erupting inside the uterus and out of the womb. A metaphor for the birth of anything: and idea, a species, a star. How the spark of life is initiated and flawlessly combusts into something else
grander than itself is one of the great mysteries we constantly face. In this panel, the sperm cell is being delivered to the ovum, where it penetrates the cell wall and starts to unravel into a
strand of DNA. The egg then splits, replicates, and sends a molecular shockwave upon the energetic spectrum of life saying, “ I am here”. There is a celebration on an atomic level with important chain reactions and electrical currents put in motion. Fertilizing the ovum, the joy of joys, the Joy to Ovum. Sperm giving up their ghosts to manifest consciousness. Do you think they
have any idea of what is to come?”

Final triptych of “Joy to Ovum” 24ft x 4ft

Painted in Normal Heights and Los Coyotes Indian Reservation in 2014
96” x 48” latex on wood panel
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JOY TO OVUM - NUDES
The panel shown is on the right of the triptych. I am depicting three buxom females primed for creating life. They are all happy and celebrating, dancing joyfully at the prospect of becoming new mothers. Painted in fertile pinks and reds upon a green life-giving background. They are grounded in the Earth and its plant-based ecosystems. Fully connected to the cycles and
rhythms of life. I’ve placed small, green energy patterns at their navels signifying the umbilical cord connection to their womb sanctuaries that they possess on the inside. Their hearts are
also connected to the Earth via the green facets at that location.“

Photo collage of nudes and ovum used as the study for “Joy to Ovum”

Final triptych of “Joy to Ovum” 24ft x 4ft

Painted in Normal Heights and Los Coyotes Indian Reservation in 2014
96” x 48” latex on wood panel
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ELDER
“The Elder is the second Zedist piece I painted. It utilized the same 3D paper model as the elephant, but rotated
90 degrees. I had recently gone to an art exhibit in Chicago showing the works of African American artist John Biggers. His work stopped me in my tracks. His use of geometry and organic shapes was so stunning that I spent hours
studying it. The face in this painting was in a photo he took of a tribal elder in Ghana. He looked wise and happy and
I liked him immediately. This piece has perhaps the most accurate lighting, hues, and geometry to create the illusion
of an actual 3D morphology. I often use it in a visual exercise to do what I call “activate your virtual cortex” or as an
abstracting mechanism. This exercise is accomplished by covering one eye with your palm and staring at the point
between the elder’s eyes for 15 seconds. This will induce the illusion that the surface morphology comes to life in such
a way that the crystal structures will actually change perspective as the viewer changes their head position. This was
painted during a very happy time for me. My son was just born, I was happily married, I had an ocean-view home and
art studio three blocks to the surf in La Jolla, California.”

Pencil sketch study for “Elder”
3 of 9 oil paintings done as
a study for “Elder”

Painted in La Jolla, Marine Street in 1997
62” x 72” oil & acrylic on canvas
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CHICKEN
“This is not just any chicken, its a festival chicken. What is she doing out at night? Why is she so awake? Because
she is a rebel, that’s why! Unsatisfied with the status quo, she goes out at night to explore the world and think about
things. Are there any other chickens out here to play with? What’s that big bright white thing hanging up in the sky?
She looks up at the moon, she studies it intenesly. It pleases her to watch it come and go. To grow from a sliver into
a circle and back again. Glowing white and smooth and round. She loves the moon so much that she never stops
thinking about it. It occupies her very essence down to her cells. She really wants one! She has a great idea; she will
make one herself. She keeps studying and dreaming of this beautiful thing in the sky until one day she feels strange,
a little bloated perhaps, and she lays the first egg ever created. By doing so, she also becomes the stuff of legends for
millennia to come.”

Painted in Punta Cabras, Agua Caliente, Normal Heights in 2015
36” x 48” latex on wood panel
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CACTUS
“Organic shapes that have weathered the elements have always fascinated me. Old branches and limbs, shells,
exoskeletons, bones, and river stones. Turning a cactus into a hardened fortress against the relentless onslaught of
the elements and time. Life springs up in the most unlikely places, but almost immediately a resettling starts to occur.
Back into the pile of Earth, the building blocks from which it came. Guadeloupe Canyon is one such place. A sparkling
green gem nestled deep in the desert and surrounded on all sides by craggily mountains. Hot spring water bubbles
up to meet whatever fleeting opportunities life has to offer. We are all water based systems drawn towards the sun
and heavens for comfort with the constant wonder of why?”
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Painted in Normal Heights, Weldon, Guadeloupe Canyon in 2015
36” x 48” latex on wood panel
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ARTICHOKE
“The artichoke, along with the Rose, is one in a two-part attempt to overlap a plants leaf and petal geometry with
Zedist tessellations. I wanted to show the similarities between living organic systems and crystalline inorganic shapes.
This piece was also a monochromatic study. Plants display some of the most ornate and intricate natural patterns and
long range order on the planet “

Painted in Kensington in 2002
18” x 24” oil on canvas
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ROSE
The rose warms my heart everytime I see it. For me, there is a sweetness to it. An innocence. Its subtle shifts in pinks
works well with the natural shifts required by the morphology. It feels almost seamless between these two converging
forces with some petals peeling over into triangles. There is also a large pentagram star supporting the entire organic
structure of the flower. The rose petals utilize simple shading techniques that give the flower added depth and deeper
crevices as in a living rose plant. The underlying green foliage in the piece is also a bit thorny and looks as if it might
actually prick you. Working in oils lets me explore more intricate and subtle shading techniques to bring out more
realism and create separation between a chosen image, like a rose, and the chosen background structure. Painted in
Kensington.

Painted in Kensington in 2003
18” x 24” oil on canvas
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DAVID
“Michelangelo’s David has always struck awe and wonder witin me. The proportions and size. The hardness, weight,
and fragility of the materials. The austere white colors. The stillness and power of the pose. I wanted to caress this
beautiful creation inside my own protective web of spiraling geometry as if I was holding him in my own hand. I
wanted to elevate man even higher. To do so I removed his genital anatomy, thereby sanitizing our primal connection to the corporeal flesh. However, I have replaced the real anatomy with a virtual grandiose phallic symbol that he
is directing with his lower right hand as it rests comfortably on a large fulcrum as a tribute to Archimedes. Mankind’s
fascination with the penis as a source of power and weaponry has occupied minds for ages. What I am trying to show
is that we can adjust the angle of procreation and reason by harnessing this primal energy into our service. The real
weapon still rests on David’s shoulder. I have replaced the sling with a crystal structure signifying the knowledge of
atomic energy. David is the first piece that I constructed an actual 3-Dimensional representation of the original piece
(shown below). This was accomplished by extruding the 3D facets using CAD software, laying out these extruded facets flat, adding the colors and features, printing them onto a thick paper, cutting, scoring and folding them up into the
engineered shapes, and attaching them onto the picture plane in the exact locations depicted in the painting. This 3D
David is a useful training tool to understand how to view my paintings.”

Photo of David

Painting of David
3D construction of David

Painted in Kensington in 2002
60” x 72” acrylic on canvas
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MONK
“The Monk is arguably my most popular piece. I am still pleased with it after seventeen years. The concept, composition, and craftsmanship still surprise me. I styled and shot the photos used to capture the pose by dressing my friend
in a bed sheet. The hands are my own and the face is meant to be an androgynous blend between Mary and Jesus.
A nod to the bilingual language of human sexuality and a better balancing of our feminine and masculine natures.
The pose is a welcoming gesture, but also a surrender. Giving in to the immense unknown and being still within its
overwhelming terror. To watch the mind race between extremes trying to keep our creature alive as it ponders the
cosmos and future. The use of vibrating repetitive geometry was also a nod to eastern meditation’s ability to calm the
mind. I have attempted to show that we are energetic beings consciously connected to the full spectrum of reality if
we chose to simply acknowledge it. The monk is meditating on acceptance of the moment by moment “what is” and
holding an energetic cross suspended between its hands. “

Original acrylic painting study for “Monk” with platonic solids

Painted in La Jolla, Birdrock in 1999
32” x 46” oil on canvas
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YONI
“The rightful center of man’s universe. Filled with a gravity field constantly pulling us in after first pushing us out. A
opening to another dimension. The placid uterus capable of creating and cradling a living fetus lives just behind these
warm, soft curtains of female flesh. Why are two beings of the same species be built so differently? How can males believe they are the dominant gender when all of our energy is spent trying to attract and please the caretaker of one of
these? The relentless pull of procreation and all of the pleasant tricks it plays upon the senses trying to convince us to
just keep going. This divine portal is the gatekeeper to our future through which we can penetrate. Our electrical currents completing the circuit that sparks life into action. All our efforts directed towards this one pleasurable act. May
we learn to deeply respect feminine power and earn the privilige of its nurturing companionship. She is the genetic
selector and protector. Keep her happy. Make her feel beautiful and safe. Endow her with the highest honors we can
bestow. For she is the undisputed champion of life, love, and joy! “

Painted in the Mojave Desert and Normal Heights in 2014
35” x 53” latex on canvas
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BLUE NUDE
“One of a two part series on the female form. Mixing soft lines with hard angles. Trying to find some common
ground among the two. A monochromatic study. I think this was the first piece where I started to slice up the picture
plane with random curves across the entire surface.”

Line tessellation of “Blue Nude”

Painted in Kensington in 2002
20” x 39” oil on canvas
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NUDE
“Again mixing soft forms with hard angles. I was interested in how the human curves
could translate on non-linear geometry. Another monochromatic study based on a
pose by my ex wife. I put a concentration of energy at the heart center to show her
love.”

Line tessellation of “Nude”

Painted in Kensington in 2002
24” x 36” oil on canvas
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NUDE IN JUNGLE
“I tried to capture the innocence and fragility of the feminine mystique. A fair ginger maiden with closed eyes and
a slight smile is standing full-frontal nude and emerging from a dense thicket of jungle foliage. What is this delicate
creature doing exposed in such a vulnerable and unlikely place? Why does she seem so content and unconcerned?
The reason lies behind the fact that she is being embraced and protected by two very large and dark masculine hands
coming into the picture from the front. They are gently cupping her breasts. In this piece I wanted to mix races between black and white and say it is OK to cross over racial lines and embrace and protect each other regardless of color.
This was the first piece I used all curves to construct the geometry in the form of sine waves and curved tetrahedrons.
By replacing one nipple with a geometric facet, I was able to illustrate the interplay between the morphology and
the central image. It provides a back and forth between the geometry’s purely utilitarian purpose of constructing a
credible three-dimensional crystalline surface and the ornamental purpose of creating fashionable objects within the
painting’s subject matter.”

Detail from Nude in Jungle

Painted in La Jolla, Birdrock in 1999
40” x 60” oil on canvas
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“The language of nature on a cosmic level.”
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